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Troubleshooting is a common form of problem solving. Technicians (e.g.,
automotive mechanics, electricians) and professionals (physician, therapists,
ombudspersons) diagnose faulty systems and take direct, corrective action to
eliminate any faults in order to return the systems to their normal states. Tra-
ditional approaches to troubleshooting instruction have emphasized either
theoretical or domain knowledge about the system or specific troubleshooting
procedures. These methods have failed to develop transferable troubleshoot-
ing skills in learners. In this article, we propose an architecture for design-
ing learning environments for troubleshooting. The architecture integrates
experiential, domain, and device knowledge in a learning system that en-
ables learners to generate and test hypotheses for every action they take, re-
late every action to a conceptual model of the system, and query experienced
troubleshooters about what they would do. The architecture includes three
essential components: A multi-layered conceptual model of the system that
includes topographic, function, strategic, and procedural representations; a
simulator that requires the learner to generate hypotheses, reconcile the hy-
potheses to the system mode, test the hypotheses, and interpret the results from
the test; and a case library that uses a case-based reasoning engine to access
relevant stories of troubleshooting experiences as advice for the learner. This
novel architecture can be used to develop learning environments for different
kinds of troubleshooting.
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WHAT IS TROUBLESHOOTING?

Troubleshooting is among the most common types of problem solv-
ing. Whether troubleshooting a faulty modem, a multiplexed refrigeration
system in a modern supermarket, or communication problems in an adver-
tising agency, troubleshooting attempts to isolate fault states in a system
and repair or replace the faulty components in order to reinstate the sys-
tem to normal functioning. Troubleshooting is normally associated with the
repair of physical, mechanical, or electronic systems. However, organiza-
tional ombudsmen, such as employee relations managers, customer relation
specialists, consumer advocates, public relations specialists, and human re-
source directors are also troubleshooters. These people are responsible for
handling complaints that represent fault states that must be repaired in cus-
tomer relations systems. Individuals in their everyday lives engage in per-
sonal troubleshooting associated with self-change, especially when related
to addictive behaviors (Prochaska et al., 1992). Medical and psychological
diagnoses also involve troubleshooting.

On the continuum of problems from well-structured (algorithms, story
problems) to ill-structured (systems analysis, design), troubleshooting prob-
lems are in the middle (Jonassen, 2000). Troubleshooting problems:

• appear ill-defined because the troubleshooter must determine what
information is needed for problem diagnosis (which data about the
electrical and fuel systems are needed in troubleshooting a car that
will not start)

• require the construction of a robust conceptual model of the system
being troubleshot (how do electrical, fuel, and mechanical systems
interact)

• usually possess a single fault state, although multiple faults may oc-
cur simultaneously (e.g., faulty battery, clogged injector)

• have known solutions with easily interpreted success criteria (part
replacement leads to system restart)

• rely most efficiently on experience-based rules for diagnosing most
of the cases, making it more difficult for novices to learn (mechanics
rely first on experiences for diagnosis)

• require learners to make judgments about the nature of the problem,
and

• vary significantly in terms of system complexity and dynamicity (age,
manufacturer, engine size, reliance on computer controls in the au-
tomobile).

Troubleshooting is predominately a cognitive task that includes the
search for likely causes of faults through a potentially enormous problem
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space of possible causes (Schaafstal et al., 2000). In addition to fault detec-
tion or fault diagnosis, troubleshooting usually involves the repair or re-
placement of the faulty device. The emphasis in troubleshooting, though, is
on fault diagnosis, which involves a search for the components of the sys-
tem that are producing substandard outputs (cause of discrepancy). Trou-
bleshooters then search for actions that will efficiently eliminate the dis-
crepancy (Axton et al., 1997).

WHAT KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS ARE REQUIRED TO
TROUBLESHOOT?

Troubleshooting is usually taught as a linear series of decisions that di-
rect the fault isolation. Flowcharts and decision tables are frequently used
to lead the novice troubleshooter through a series of actions that will isolate
the fault. This approach often works with simple troubleshooting problems,
but it is inadequate for training competent or proficient troubleshooters.
This section describes the skills that troubleshooters need to develop in or-
der to move from novice, through advanced beginner, toward competent
performers (Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1986). Expertise results from years of
reflective practice and is beyond the scope of this article.

In the transition from novice to competent performer, learners con-
struct increasingly rich conceptual (mental) models of the systems they
troubleshoot. Those models contain multiple representations of the system.
As troubleshooters obtain more experience, they rely less on their concep-
tual models and more on the events schemas they construct from their ex-
periences. Boshuizen and Schmidt (1992) showed how with experience in
medicine, domain knowledge becomes encapsulated in clinical experiences.
Schmidt and Boshuizen (1993) showed that acquiring expertise in medicine
begins with rich causal networks of biological and pathophysiological pro-
cesses. Extensive exposure to patient problems embeds their knowledge
into higher-level narrative structures referred to as “illness scripts.” Illness
scripts for automobile mechanics correspond to specific equipment or sub-
system malfunctions on particular brands and vintages of cars. Mechanics
often describe tendencies for specific parts to fail in cars with different ages
or manufacturers. That knowledge is represented as patterns of symptoms
that are normally associated with specific fault states in specific cars. Expe-
rienced troubleshooters recognize the pattern of symptoms associated with
different fault states, which enables the troubleshooter to rapidly activate
solution scripts (Besnard and Bastien-Toniazzo, 1999; Gaba, 1991). Those
event schemas (e.g., illness scripts) that are used to trigger solutions consist
of well-integrated domain knowledge, contextual information, and episodic
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memories. What makes these event schemas so resistant to decay is the rich
contextual information that surrounds the various events.

What kinds of knowledge do novices need to construct during the tran-
sition from novice to competent performer? Learning to troubleshoot be-
gins with the construction of a conceptual model for the system that includes
domain knowledge, system or device knowledge, visual-spatial knowledge
of the system or device, procedural knowledge of how to perform tests
and information-gathering activities, and strategic knowledge that guides
search activities. We describe each of these knowledge states next. As the
troubleshooter gains experience, these knowledge types become embedded
within troubleshooters’ memories of their experiences. They come to rely
more on their historical knowledge of problems they have troubleshot than
their conceptual models. Rather than working through a faulty system con-
ceptually, experienced troubleshooters match new problems with their own
event schemas resulting from their experiences and apply the solutions from
those experiences to solve the current problem (Aamodt and Plaza, 1994).
Learning to troubleshoot involves a gradual shift from conceptual knowl-
edge of systems and context-independent knowledge of strategies to per-
sonal, context-dependent memories of similar problems.

Knowledge states

Rasmussen (1984a), for example, argued that troubleshooters must un-
derstand the device or system they troubleshoot at different levels of ab-
straction:

• purpose of the system (represented as production flow models, sys-
tem objectives)

• abstract functional model of the system (represented as causal struc-
ture or information flow topology)

• generalized functions of the system (standard functions and pro-
cesses and control loops)

• physical functions of the system (electrical, mechanical, chemical
processes of the components), and

• physical forms in the system (physical appearance and anatomy, ma-
terial, and form).

The auto mechanic must understand the engine being troubleshot in
terms of the location of all of the components; the flow of fuel, air, wa-
ter, and electricity through those components; and the functions of those
flow states and the reasons for changes in them. Without understanding
the system being troubleshot on those levels, troubleshooters are unable to
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generate adequate fault hypotheses. The multiple representations of prob-
lems that expert troubleshooters possess allow them to generate more fault
diagnosis and solution strategies (Ericsson and Smith, 1991). The follow-
ing kinds of system knowledge are most generally accepted as essential for
troubleshooting.

Domain knowledge

Domain knowledge refers to the general theories and principles upon
which the system or device was designed. For example, Ohm’s law is a foun-
dation principle used to describe the flow of electricity from the battery,
through the starter, and to the spark plugs. Johnson et al. (1995) argued
that theoretical knowledge may not be as important as educators believe
in training competent technical system troubleshooters. Their study found
that there was no difference between high and low troubleshooting per-
formers’ theoretical knowledge of the system. Students’ theoretical knowl-
edge did not predict their competence in troubleshooting a technical system
fault (Johnson et al., 1993). Morris and Rouse (1985) concluded that provid-
ing instruction about theoretical principles is not an effective way to train
troubleshooters. Domain knowledge is a necessary condition for beginning
troubleshooters, but it is not sufficient for learning to become a compe-
tent troubleshooter. Domain knowledge is important when troubleshoot-
ers transfer their skills to different systems (MacPherson, 1998), and do-
main knowledge is necessary for constructing deeper understanding of the
system (Johnson et al., 1995), as reflected in system or device knowledge
(described next).

System/Device knowledge

The primary differences between expert and novice troubleshooters
are the amount and organization of device knowledge (Johnson, 1988a).
Conceptual knowledge of how a systems works is fundamental to the un-
derstanding of any technical system (Chi et al., 1981; Johnson et al., 1995;
Larkin et al., 1980). System or device knowledge is an understanding of
“(1) the structure of the system, (2) the function of the components within
the system, and (3) the behavior of those components as they interact with
other components in the system” (deKleer, 1985; Johnson and Satchwell,
1993, p. 80), and the flow control within the system (Zeitz and Spoehr,
1989). Again, auto mechanics understand how the components (air, fuel,
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and electricity) of an automotive system interact with and affect each other.
Skilled troubleshooters are better able to troubleshoot outside their spe-
cialty because they know how the components of any system work, what
their functions are, and how they are related to the system as a whole
(Lesgold and Lajoie, 1991).

System knowledge includes topographic and functional knowledge.
Topographic models of the system are spatial representations of the com-
ponents of a system (Rasmussen, 1984b). Topographic knowledge of au-
tomobile systems would include representations of the location of each
component within the engine or around the automobile. Fuel filters, for
instance, can occupy a wide variety of locations within the engine compart-
ment, depending on the manufacturer and model. Rasmussen showed that
experts search for faulty components by means of topographic represen-
tations of the system being troubleshot (a diagram of the system). In an-
other study, Johnson (1988a) showed that experts reduced problem space
size using a topographic search of the system in an efficient sequence. To-
pographic searches enable skilled troubleshooters to select hypotheses that
bring them closer to the fault. Novices meanwhile generate hypotheses ran-
domly within and outside the problem space. Topographic knowledge pre-
dicted troubleshooting performance (Rowe and Cooke, 1995; Rowe et al.,
1996).

Topographic knowledge is normally conveyed as diagrams depicting
the structure of a system. Manufacturing troubleshooters, for example,
must hold a mental image of the components of the system and their outputs
in order to identify system malfunctions (Axton et al., 1997). More success-
ful topographic models include not only an image or diagram of the physical
characteristics of the system but also different information paths or routes
through the system. So the search for faults often involves testing the sys-
tem along these different information paths. Jonassen and Henning (1999)
used a method described by Tversky et al. (1994) where troubleshooters
generate written protocols depicting a visual tour of the system being trou-
bleshot along various routes. More successful troubleshooters provided
more accurate topographic descriptions of the systems.

Functional knowledge, as opposed to topographic, is the comprehen-
sion of each individual component’s function in a given system and the
causal relationships between the components and their structure (Sembug-
morthy and Chandrasekeran, 1986). For example, functional knowledge of
automobile systems includes understanding how spark timing and valve
timing both affect combustion. Skilled troubleshooters organize their to-
pographic models based on functional descriptions of the device (Gitomer,
1988). Thagard (2000) analyzed the process of diagnosing disease states and
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concluded that physicians’ explanations of diseases use causal networks to
depict the combination of inferences needed to reach a diagnosis. Jonassen
et al. (1996) constructed a causal network of diagnoses used by physicians
diagnosing a hematology disorder (see Fig. 1). When debugging electron-
ics systems, David (1983) found that skilled troubleshooters organize their
models around the causal interactions in the electrical system rather than
the linear organization of the wiring. David recommends representing the
functional organization of the system (how modules interact showing paths
of interaction) so novices learn to trace paths of causality, not the physical
wire itself. When troubleshooting electronics problems, novices focused on
power distribution and the physical layout of radar, whereas experienced
troubleshooters used their understanding of the flow of information (Ten-
ney and Kurland, 1988).

Although both topographic and functional representations of relation-
ships provide the troubleshooter with paths to trace while generating hy-
potheses, novice troubleshooters are more likely to use topographic search
strategies, whereas experienced troubleshooters more commonly use func-
tional representations when troubleshooting (Hoc and Carlier, 2000;
Rasmussen, 1984a). Troubleshooting strategies based on functional knowl-
edge of the operation of the device lead the troubleshooter to the problem
more efficiently.

Performance/Procedural knowledge

Performing troubleshooting tasks, such as measuring voltage or fuel
pressure, conducting tests, and making observations of the operation of dif-
ferent parts, involves procedures that must be known and practiced. Knowl-
edge of these activities allows troubleshooters to carry out the operations
for performing routine maintenance procedures or testing the components
during the troubleshooting process (Hegarty, 1991). Procedural knowledge
is specific to the system and the tools used to troubleshoot it. Therefore, its
application is limited to that particular content or system (Schaafstal and
Schraagen, 1993). Traditionally, mechanics were required to know how to
use voltmeters and pressure gauges to test automotive components. Today,
they attach engine sensors to a computer that automatically tests the en-
gine’s functions.

Strategic knowledge

According to Johnson et al. (1995), strategic knowledge plays an es-
sential role in troubleshooting by reducing the problem space, isolating the
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Fig. 1 Causal model of medical diagnosis

potential faults, and testing and evaluating hypotheses and solutions. Know-
ing what part of the electrical systems to test first when diagnosing a car that
will not start is important strategic knowledge. Strategic knowledge helps
the troubleshooters confirm the hypotheses and solutions they have gen-
erated or seek new alternatives when the existing hypotheses or solutions
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are confirmed false or unfeasible. Schaafstal and Schraagen (1993) classi-
fied strategies used in the troubleshooting process as global strategies or
local strategies. Global strategies are independent of a specific domain con-
tent or system and can be applied across different domains. Local strategies
are the ones that are only applicable to a specific content domain or sys-
tem. Global strategies help the troubleshooter reduce the problem space,
whereas local strategies help the troubleshooter conduct the reduction pro-
cess.

The most prominent global troubleshooting strategy is the serial elimi-
nation strategy (start with component nearest the troubleshooter and trace
backwards). Because of its inefficiency, this strategy is seldom, if ever, rec-
ommended. Johnson (1991) and Brown et al. (1975) identified five com-
monly used global strategies in the troubleshooting process.

1. Trial and error: Randomly attack any section of the system where
the possible fault might have occurred. This strategy is most com-
mon in the performance of novice troubleshooters.

2. Exhaustive: List all the possible faults and test them one by one until
the actual fault is identified. This strategy, similar to serial elimina-
tion, is practical only in simple systems.

3. Topographic: Isolate the fault through identifying a series of func-
tioning and malfunctioning checks following the traces through the
system. The topographic strategy is usually implemented in two
ways, forward or backward. The forward topographic strategy starts
the troubleshooting procedure at a point where the device is known
to be functioning normally and then works toward the fault by fol-
lowing the system. The backward topographic strategy follows the
same procedure but starts at the point of malfunction and then
works backward to the input point (Johnson et al., 1995; Newell and
Simon, 1972).

4. Split-half: Split the problem space in half and check the function-
ing condition to determine in which half the fault is located. This
method reduces the problem space by confirming the faulty section.
The procedure is repeated until the potential faulty area is reduced
to a single component. This strategy is efficient when the faulty sys-
tem is complex and the initial problem space appears to contain sev-
eral potential faults with no strong indication of where the actual
fault lies (David, 1983).

5. Functional/discrepancy detection: Isolate the fault by looking for
the mismatches between what is expected in a normal system op-
eration and the actual behaviors exhibited (Brown et al., 1975).
By detecting the mismatches, the troubleshooter can identify the
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components where the difference is located and, in turn, isolate the
actual fault. Performing this strategy requires a thorough integra-
tion of system knowledge (especially the interrelationship between
functional knowledge and behavioral knowledge).

Little research has compared the effectiveness of domain-general ver-
sus domain-specific troubleshooting strategies. Konradt (1995) showed that
domain-general strategies, such as split-half and uncertainty rejection, play
only minor roles in real life troubleshooting. Experienced troubleshooters
rely more on case-based strategies (addressed next), especially in routine
failures.

Experiential knowledge

Research studies have confirmed that experience is the most common
determinant of expertise, and that the recall of historical information is the
most frequent strategy for failure diagnosis (Konradt, 1995). Bereiter and
Miller (1989) found that troubleshooters base their diagnosis on their be-
liefs about the cause once a discrepant symptom is found. Those beliefs are
based on historical information (i.e., experience. They also found that the
most common reason for taking a particular action during troubleshooting
is to test for the most common problem based on experience. Automobile
mechanics, for example, often shorten their diagnostic process by applying
their historical knowledge of specific fault tendencies in certain models or
vintages of cars.

Because of the importance of experiential knowledge, it is es-
sential that learners be required to practice problem-solving tasks.
Kyllonen and Shute (1989) recommend troubleshooting a simulated task
or “walking through” a performance test. With practice, troubleshooters
construct event schemas and rely more on historical information based on
experience.

Capacities

In addition to different knowledge states, there are individual
differences in experience, cognitive abilities, aptitudes, and cognitive
styles related to troubleshooting performance (Morris and Rouse, 1985).
Research has focused on only three of those differences: Work-
ing memory capacity, causal reasoning, and analytical reasoning (field
independence).
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Working memory

Working memory is a short-term memory store that enables humans
to access and temporarily store information needed to complete a task.
Working memory was a predictor of troubleshooting performance (Axton
et al., 1997). Troubleshooting performance degrades when working memory
is exceeded, which imposes greater cognitive load on the learner (Cooper
and Sweller, 1987; Sweller and Cooper, 1985). Cognitive load is intrinsic to
the processing demands of the task (Mayer and Moreno, 2003; Paas et al.,
2003). The primary cause of cognitive overload is system complexity (Perez,
1991). As systems become more complex, troubleshooting problems place
more demands on working memory, and therefore became more difficult to
troubleshoot (Allen et al., 1996). More time is required to solve the prob-
lems because learners take more actions and repeat more tests. Later, we
describe the use of worked examples as an antidote to some aspects of cog-
nitive load.

Causal reasoning

Causal reasoning describes the cognitive abilities required to under-
stand the co-occurrence of cause–effect relationships (Kelley, 1973) and
the mechanisms responsible for linking the cause to the effect (Hung and
Jonassen, 2006). Causal reasoning enables learners to make predictions, ex-
plain relationships, and infer causes. It is an essential skill in solving any
kind of problem involving multiple, interacting components, such as iden-
tifying causes of discrepancies in system states in order to troubleshoot
(Axton et al., 1997). Perkins and Grotzer (2000) found that students en-
gaged in any kind of meaningful learning must move beyond their simplified
causal reasoning habits.

Analytical reasoning

Analytical reasoning is another important cognitive capacity for trou-
bleshooting. Analytical reasoning is most often described as field indepen-
dence, which describes the extent to which the surrounding perceptual field
influences a person’s perception of items within it. Non-analytical people
(field dependents) find it difficult to locate the information they are seeking
because the surrounding field masks what they are looking for. Analytical
reasoners (field independents) are more adept at disambiguating informa-
tion from its surrounding field, and therefore are better problem solvers
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because they are better able to isolate task-relevant information (Heller,
1982; Ronning et al., 1984). In a study of Irish apprentice electricians, Moran
(1986) found that among several individual difference variables, field inde-
pendence was most highly correlated with fault diagnosis and its strongest
predictor. This is because analytics (field independents) are more efficient
hypothesis testers than field dependents while learning and solving prob-
lems (Davis and Haueisen, 1976).

HISTORICAL APPROACHES TO LEARNING TO
TROUBLESHOOT

Because troubleshooting is so commonly performed, many instruc-
tional approaches have been recommended and explored.

Procedural demonstrations

The default instruction for troubleshooting is to demonstrate a se-
quence of troubleshooting actions. Students receiving procedural train-
ing (step-by-step) performed more accurately and conducted more cor-
rect checks than students who received instruction on the system structure
(Swezey et al., 1988). However, students receiving instruction about the sys-
tem structure transferred their learning better than the learners receiving
procedural instruction. Demonstrating a sequence of actions can improve
performance on the modeled task, but those gains do not transfer to other
tasks (Morris and Rouse, 1985). Students following a Fault Isolation Man-
ual that demonstrated required continuity checks on cables, meter reading,
switch setting, and device replacement encountered information overload
and were unable to explain why they performed the steps (Kurland et al.,
1992). Students learn from procedural demonstrations by reproducing op-
erations. If those specific operations fail to reveal the fault, learners who are
taught procedurally do not know what to do. They lack the domain princi-
ples, system knowledge, and strategic knowledge required to transfer their
troubleshooting.

Conceptual (content) instruction

Content approaches to teaching troubleshooting emphasize theoret-
ical and conceptual understanding of the system, removed from any
troubleshooting activity. Unfortunately, conceptual understanding of the
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system alone does not support fault finding (Morris and Rouse, 1985). Stu-
dents receiving only content instruction perform slower, make more er-
rors, and are less successful in troubleshooting (Morris and Rouse, 1985).
Schaafstal et al. (2000) found that instructors who teach conceptual content
could not troubleshoot or transfer their skills from one radar system to an-
other. Their trainees understood details of system but were unsystematic in
their troubleshooting approach.

When used in combination with practice, content instruction should
use a breadth-first organization of instruction that starts with an overview
and covers the functions of subsystems before describing subsystem compo-
nents (Zeitz and Spoehr, 1989). The organization of content affects learn-
ers’ knowledge representation and the degree to which information can be
applied in practice.

Related research indicates that the ways that people have learned
system-related concepts depends on the job that people perform. Flesher
(1993) compared the understandings of design engineers and maintenance
technicians and found that designers’ understanding emphasizes theo-
retical concepts when compared with maintenance technicians who ac-
tually troubleshoot the systems. In fact, Johnson (1989) found that de-
signers required longer to troubleshoot problems than novices because
they were sidetracked by what they perceived as design flaws. Flesher
concluded that theory-based approaches to instruction for troubleshoot-
ing are not the most effective. Learners lack device knowledge and
most of the procedural, strategic, and experiential knowledge required to
troubleshoot.

Rule-based approaches

Another prominent approach to teaching troubleshooting requires
learners to follow a set of rules for troubleshooting, such as decision trees,
flowcharts, or rule-based expert systems that model a series of decisions that
troubleshooters use in order to detect faults. These decision aids are often
presented as job aids or just-in-time instruction. Rouse et al. (1980) devel-
oped an expert system rule base for selecting tests when diagnosing three
different tasks and compared it with human performance. When they used
their rule-base as training, negative transfer resulted. Although novices pre-
fer following rules (Konradt, 1995), learners are not conceptually engaged
when they apply rules; they develop inadequate mental models of the sys-
tem that are required for far transfer.

Other research shows that in troubleshooting practice, rule sequences
are abandoned by troubleshooters. When taught how to use search
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algorithms in real-word diagnostic settings, humans resorted to ad hoc hy-
potheses (Hoc and Carlier, 2000). Also, it is difficult to reduce an expert
technician’s actions and knowledge to a set of rules. Experts can easily de-
cide what to do, but they are much less able to provide explicit rules about
why they performed as they did (Means and Gott, 1988; Morris and Rouse,
1985). Learners who learn to troubleshoot by following rule-based decision
aids lack the domain, device, procedural, and alternative forms of experien-
tial knowledge required to become effective troubleshooters.

Simulations

Troubleshooting instruction often provides practice on simulations of
the system being learned. Johnson and Rouse (2001) found that practice
on computer simulations resulted in learning that was comparable to tradi-
tional lecture and demonstration methods. Much earlier, Johnson and Nor-
ton (1992) concluded that simulators alone are insufficient for learning to
troubleshoot.

The most prominent issue related to simulator training is the fidelity of
the simulation. Johnson and Norton (1992) showed that low-fidelity simula-
tor training should be combined with real equipment or a high-fidelity sim-
ulation in order to support learning. Novices need practice on simulators
with reasonable fidelity in order to transfer their troubleshooting skills to
real equipment. Students trained on simulators with high physical and func-
tional fidelity were able to reach correct solutions more quickly than stu-
dents using lower fidelity simulators, and they repeated fewer tests (Allen
et al., 2001). Functional fidelity is an important determinant of performance.

The most important issue related to fidelity is how accurately the sim-
ulator reflects the dynamic interactions within the system. Static simula-
tions of systems are inadequate. In their study of electronics troubleshoot-
ing, Park and Gittelman (1992) found that an animated simulator resulted
in shorter learning times and fewer trials than a static simulator. Per-
formance on simulators predicts transfer performance on equipment to
the degree that the same skills are required (Morris and Rouse, 1985).
Therefore, it is essential that transfer of training be evaluated using actual
equipment.

Intelligent tutoring systems

Numerous military-funded projects have developed intelligent tutor-
ing systems (ITSs) to teach troubleshooting. These complex systems usually
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apply an artificial intelligence formalism (e.g., expert systems, neural nets)
to represent how an expert thinks (expert model), how a learner performs
(student model), and how the instruction should be adapted to the learner’s
progress (tutorial model). The student model is used to recommend instruc-
tional adaptations to individual performance and predict actions of the stu-
dent based on analysis of a particular problem state (Gitomer et al., 1995).
Gitomer et al. (1995) built the Hydrive ITS, in which the student model has
three components:

1. Action evaluator: Assesses actions in simulation,
2. Strategy interpreter: Assesses strategic understanding, looking for

examples of space-splitting, serial elimination, and remove and re-
place strategies, and a

3. Student profile.

Other examples of ITSs developed to support troubleshooting include
Qualitative Understanding of Electric System Troubleshooting (QUEST;
Feurzig and Ritter, 1988); Framework for Aiding Understanding of Log-
ical Troubleshooting (FAULT); and MACH-III on radar troubleshooting
(Kurland et al., 1992). Mach-III provided animated, physical, and functional
diagrams that provide multiple views at different levels; a troubleshooting
tree that organizes procedures in functional hierarchy; a troubleshooting
advisor that guides mechanics; and an explanation system that provides
background information.

ITSs have had different effects on learning to troubleshoot. Johnson
et al. (1993) developed a technical troubleshooting tutor that supported
two troubleshooting activities: Problem space construction and fault di-
agnosis. They found that students working on the tutor had a 78% im-
provement in troubleshooting performance with only 19% more practice.
Another well-known tutor was SHERLOCK, a computer-coached prac-
tice environment for teaching avionics troubleshooting. Its instructional
model was based on dynamic assessment of the learner while troubleshoot-
ing problems (Lajoie and Lesgold, 1992a). After 20–30 hr of troubleshoot-
ing problems, the overall proficiency scores of learners were no better than
for trainees receiving on-the-job training (Pokorny et al., 1996). In another
study, trainees who used SHERLOCK for 20 hr over 2 weeks performed
as well on troubleshooting tasks as experienced technicians (Gott et al.,
1993).

ITSs can be effective for training troubleshooters, however, we have
some concerns. Most ITSs base their solution paths on an expert model that
provides feedback when the learner performs a discrepant action. However,
expert models in ITSs do not account for fundamental differences in the
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ways that novices and experts represent the devices being troubleshot or
the diverse strategies that may be used to approach problems. ITSs are also
very expensive to build and are system-specific, so they are not applicable
to other systems.

Summary

Although numerous instructional approaches for preparing trou-
bleshooters have been developed and researched, none of these in-
structional approaches have integrated the different knowledge states
(especially experiential or historical knowledge) and capacities nec-
essary for learning to troubleshoot. The purpose of this article is
to describe a model for designing environments for learning how
to troubleshoot that integrates the different knowledge states re-
quired to become a proficient troubleshooter. Those environments are
based on a cognitive model of troubleshooting, which is described
next.

COGNITIVE MODEL OF TROUBLESHOOTING

In order to develop a cognitive model of troubleshooting processes,
we begin by reviewing existing conceptions of the troubleshooting process.
The simplest conception of troubleshooting is finding the faulty compo-
nent in a device and repairing or replacing it (Perez, 1991). Troubleshoot-
ing requires generating and evaluating hypotheses (Johnson, 1989) and
taking corrective action (Schaafstal et al., 2000). According to Schaafstal
and Schraagen (2000), troubleshooting consists of four subtasks: Formulate
problem description, generate causes, test, and evaluate. Troubleshooting
as an iterative process of generating and testing that consists of four sub-
processes: Problem space construction, problem space reduction, hypothe-
ses generation/testing (fault isolation/diagnosis process), and solutions
generation/verification (Johnson et al., 1993). While troubleshooting, per-
formers:

• use many observations in a sequence of simple decisions;
• use general search procedures that are not dependent on actual sys-

tem or fault;
• search to find faulty components; and
• search thorough systems to identify appropriate subsystem, state, or

component (Rasmussen, 1984a).
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According to Axton et al. (1997), troubleshooting includes three
phases:

(1) Inspection (assessment of the effectiveness of a system by evaluat-
ing changes in the characteristics of the system’s outputs or com-
ponents;

(2) Troubleshooting, a search for the components of the system pro-
ducing substandard outputs cause; and

(3) A search for actions that will fix the discrepancy (cause–behavioral
sequence relations or repair).

None of these conceptions, however, addresses the role of previous ex-
perience, which is the most frequent strategy for failure diagnosis (Konradt,
1995). Experienced troubleshooters are most efficient because they call on
event schemas that are based on the problems they have solved before. So,
in order to learn how to troubleshoot, we propose that students must learn
how to accomplish the following tasks.

Construct problem space

Constructing problem space is the first step in solving problems
(Newell and Simon, 1972). “Problem solving must begin with the conver-
sion of the problem statement into an internal representation” (Reimann
and Chi, 1989, p. 165). The problem space of any troubleshooting problem
is the mental model of the task environment that the troubleshooter con-
structs. That model should represent the goal state of the system, the nor-
mal states of the system and system components, various fault states, the
system structure (including the components of the system and the relation-
ships among the components), the flow control, and a number of potential
solution paths (including the most viable one and the possible alternatives).
A major difference between proficient and inexperienced repairmen is their
ability to conceptualize the problem space (Gitomer, 1988). The best auto
mechanics possess rich representations of subsystems for each model and
vintage of car they diagnose, and they frequently cite specific fault tenden-
cies for each.

Because they lack system knowledge, novice troubleshooters usually
rely on external problem representations. External problem space repre-
sentations may include flowcharts, schematic diagrams, or functional flow
diagrams (Johnson and Satchwell, 1993). Automotive systems are repre-
sented as wiring diagrams, exploded views of mechanical systems, and
flowcharts of diagnostic procedures. External problem space representa-
tions help novice troubleshooters construct internal representations of the
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system. Later, we describe a multi-layered external problem representation
for helping learners that includes topographic description of the system
components, functional descriptions of the system flow, normal behaviors
of the system components, symptoms or behaviors the system exhibit when
operating correctly and faultily, and representations of strategic decisions
required during troubleshooting.

Constructing a mental problem space helps troubleshooters to more
efficiently isolate the subsystem, component, or device in which the fault
is located (Frederiksen and White, 1993). Highly proficient troubleshoot-
ers mentally represent the operations of the system in its normal and faulty
states (Axton et al., 1997). Because troubleshooters (including both experts
and novices) tend not to question their initial problem space once it is estab-
lished (Johnson et al., 1993), it is essential that learners verify their concep-
tual understanding whenever troubleshooting actions are taken. Because
of rapidly changing systems in automobiles and system differences between
different manufacturers, auto mechanics must generate the correct repre-
sentation of the automobile being diagnosed. Mechanics specialize their
work on specific models or manufacturers because they need to construct
fewer problem spaces of those complex systems.

Identify fault symptoms

Based on the normal and fault states for system components repre-
sented in the problem space, troubleshooters must learn to seek out and rec-
ognize faulty components by seeking discrepancies between normal states
and existing states of system components. Troubleshooters use strategic
knowledge about which procedures to perform in order to identify discrep-
ancies. Recognizing symptoms of faulty components is also aided by ex-
perience. The likelihood of symptoms becoming apparent is a function of
historical knowledge.

Diagnose fault(s)

After constructing a problem space, the troubleshooter begins the di-
agnosis process by examining the faulty system and comparing the system
states to similar problems that she or he has solved. If a previous problem is
recalled, the problem space is reduced immediately to include a description
of the old problem.

Experienced troubleshooters categorize problems based on prior expe-
riences. After asking only two questions, the mechanic of one of the authors
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recently diagnosed a faulty air-flow meter, because those meters are histor-
ically the source of problems with the type of automobile being diagnosed.
Once, we interviewed an airline maintenance worker attending to a delayed
flight, who generated a correct hypothesis about an electrical problem on a
DC-9 based on a single symptom, because he “had been working on them
for 25 years.” The first thing that any experienced troubleshooter does when
encountering symptoms is to recall experiences with similar symptoms.

If a previous problem is not remembered and therefore cannot be
reused, then the troubleshooter must generate hypotheses by analyzing the
initial information collected in order to identify discrepancies between ex-
isting states and normal states and by interpreting those discrepancies based
on their conceptual model of the system components. Johnson et al. (1995)
reported that the difference between high- and low-proficient troubleshoot-
ers is their ability to correctly interpret the symptoms they have identified.
Experts form their initial hypotheses based on the preliminary information
acquired during the construction of problem space and the subsequent in-
terpretation (MacPherson, 1998). Newell and Simon (1972) contended that
this interdependence is crucial for distinguishing task-relevant and task-
irrelevant components within the system. Through this process, initial re-
duction of the problem space can be achieved by identifying and excluding
task-irrelevant components. The next phase is to generate and test potential
hypotheses.

Throughout the process of “hypothesis generation and testing” cycles
(Johnson et al., 1995, p. 10), the troubleshooters attempt to further narrow
the problem space and isolate the potential faults. Johnson (1989) explained
that these potential hypotheses are generated to provide possible explana-
tions for the causes of the system fault. Johnson et al. (1995, p. 10) classified
hypotheses into four levels:

(1) System: The hypotheses conjecture the fault at the system level but
do not reduce the problem space beyond the entire equipment or
complete system.

(2) Subsystem: The hypotheses conjecture the fault at the subsystem
level and reduce the problem space to a discrete subsystem within
the complete system.

(3) Device: The hypotheses conjecture the fault at the device level
and reduce the problem space to a limited number of components
within a subsystem.

(4) Component: The most specific type of hypotheses that conjecture
the fault at the component level and result in the identification of
a single component as the potential fault cause.
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When all potential hypotheses are generated, these hypotheses have to
be tested and evaluated (Elstein et al., 1978). After troubleshooters make
the initial evaluation, Schaafstal and Schraagen (1993) suggest that trou-
bleshooters prioritize the hypotheses for testing and evaluation based on
the likelihood of the cause of the fault and the interdependence level be-
tween the component and the symptoms. The process of isolating the fault
is a search through the entire system from subsystems, devices, to compo-
nents in a hierarchical manner in order to identify the cause of the fault.

The process of testing hypotheses is not always linear and straight-
forward. Rather, it is iterative and recursive. At each level, two possible
scenarios may occur. If the high-level hypothesis is correct, then the trou-
bleshooter must be able to continue generating more specific hypotheses
about narrower sections of the system until the specific faulty component is
found. For example, if a mechanic diagnosed a problem in the fuel system,
she/he must generate and test hypotheses about which section of the fuel
section is faulty. On the other hand, if the initial, high-level hypothesis is
confirmed as incorrect, then the troubleshooter must detect that he or she
is heading in the wrong direction and amend the hypothesis and reasoning.
Therefore, the ability to evaluate and adjust one’s own hypotheses and test-
ing procedures throughout the diagnostic process is critical to becoming an
effective troubleshooter. As MacPherson (1998) discovered, when experts
found their hypothesis was incorrect, they quickly discarded the false hy-
pothesis and replaced it with an alternative based on the testing results. A
key for troubleshooters in using tests results to evaluate their own hypoth-
esis testing process and modifying it if necessary (Means and Gott, 1988).

Generate and verify solutions

The process of solution generation and verification is similar to hy-
potheses generation and evaluation, although it has not been researched
nearly as extensively. The troubleshooter needs to generate one or more
solutions for repairing the system based on the results of tests. The simplest
solution is to replace a part or module. In many troubleshooting circum-
stances, that is the preferred solution because it requires the least time.
Many contemporary systems are designed so that modules can be easily
replaced, because the modules cost less than the troubleshooter’s time.

If more than one solution option is generated, then the troubleshooter
must select and validate the preferred solution. As with diagnosis, skilled
troubleshooters rely first on their experiences. They know that certain solu-
tions are quicker, easier, cheaper, or more reliable. For inexperienced trou-
bleshooters, the solution generation/validation is also an iterative process.
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The troubleshooter must select the most plausible solution from the set of
solutions generated (Johnson et al., 1993) and determine which best meets
all the constraints (e.g., effectiveness, efficiency, system-specifics, or eco-
nomic consideration). Inexperienced troubleshooters often implement and
then test the effectiveness of different solutions. Based on the test results,
the inexperienced troubleshooter accepts or rejects the selected solution.
This is not the most efficient method of troubleshooting. Experience should
eliminate the need for iterative testing.

During the solution evaluation process, the troubleshooter may find
that additional information is needed for confirming or disconfirming the
selected solution (Frederiksen, 1984). Information may even cause the trou-
bleshooter to reject or modify the original hypothesis or even to revise
the initial problem space. Thus, the troubleshooting process is recursive
throughout the four phases with adjustment or modification as needed
(Johnson, 1989). The solution generation and evaluation process is an es-
sential characteristic in effective troubleshooting (Johnson et al., 1993).

Remember experience

The final step is implicit. Troubleshooters add each troubleshooting
experience to their personal case library of experiences. The more difficult
or vexing the problem solved, the more likely the problem is remembered
(Jonassen and Hernandez-Serrano, 2002).

AN ARCHITECTURE FOR TROUBLESHOOTING INSTRUCTION
AND PERFORMANCE SUPPORT

Based on the conception of troubleshooting that we have articulated,
we propose the following architecture for designing troubleshooting learn-
ing environments (TLEs) to support learning how to troubleshoot (see
Fig. 2). This architecture describes the necessary components of computer-
based learning and performance support systems for learning to trou-
bleshoot. The architecture describes three main system components (a
multi-layered system model, a simulator, and a case library) and two in-
structional components (worked examples and practice).

Our TLE model assumes that the most effective way to learn to trou-
bleshoot is by solving troubleshooting problems. Learning-to-troubleshoot
problems present learners with the symptoms and states of novel problems
and require learners to solve them using a simulator. However, success-
ful troubleshooting cannot be learned without adequate system knowledge,
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Fig. 2 Architecture for troubleshooting learning environment

so a multi-layered conceptual model of the system is tied to the simula-
tor so that any topographic, functional, procedural, or strategic informa-
tion about any system component is immediately available while using the
simulator. The system model supports conceptual development of device
knowledge and support the construction of a mental problem space. Ex-
periential knowledge of troubleshooting is provided by a case library of
previously solved problems. We describe each of these components more
fully.

System components of TLE

System model

Because novices, advanced beginners, and even competent performers
rely on conceptual knowledge of the domain in order to generate hypothe-
ses, it is important that they integrate the different kinds of knowledge of
the system being troubleshot into a coherent mental representation. In a
series of studies, Kieras and Bovair (1984) showed that a device model il-
lustrating the specific configuration of the components and controls in a
device enables learners to infer procedures and learn to operate a device
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more rapidly. The system model allows learners to view how the system
functions (including normal functioning and malfunctioning states) so they
can make reasoned diagnoses (which components to test/evaluate based on
which hypotheses/solutions). Learners mentally construct problem spaces
by selecting and mapping specific relations from a problem domain onto
the problem (McGuinness, 1986). In order to do that, multiple kinds of
knowledge must be represented in different ways. Rasmussen (1984a) rec-
ommended a hierarchy of information types that are needed to diagnose a
system, including:

• Functional purposes (production flow models, system objectives)
• Abstract functions (causal structure, information flow topology)
• Generalized function (standard functions and processes, control

loops)
• Physical functions (electrical, mechanical, chemical processes of

components)
• Physical form (physical appearance and anatomy, material, and

form.)

Johnson and Satchwell (1993) showed that providing functional flow
diagrams during instruction improved overall system understanding and
conceptual understanding of causal behavior. Those diagrams should be
simple, showing only the essential components of the system (Johnson and
Satchwell, 1993). Therefore, we recommend a system model that integrates
multiple, simpler representations of the system that overlay each other.
While inspecting any system component on one level, learners can zoom
in or out to other layers.

• Pictorial layer contains pictures of the device or system as it exists.
Associating representations of the system with the actual system is
important (Allen et al., 2001; Johnson and Norton, 1992). Depending
on the complexity of the system, pictures of different parts of the
system may be necessary. Zooming in from the pictorial layer reveals
the topographic layer.

• Topographic layer illustrates the components of the system, their lo-
cations, and their interconnections. Topographic representations are
important because experts search for faulty components by means
of topographic representations of the system (Johnson, 1988a;
Rasmussen, 1984a). Zooming in from the topographic layer reveals
the state layer.

• State layer provides several overlays to the topographic layer. One
overlay conveys normal states or values for each component. These
values enable the troubleshooter to compare actual with normal
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values in order to determine whether any component is malfunc-
tioning (Patrick, 1993). The symptom overlay conveys symptoms as-
sociated with each component malfunction. The probability over-
lay conveys probabilities of malfunctions or fault states. Being able
to match existing symptoms and probabilities with a set of stored
symptoms and probable fault states represents a common approach
to fault finding (Patrick, 1993). However, Patrick showed that over-
reliance on symptoms may result in “tunnel vision” obscuring alter-
native hypotheses, so the strategic layer provides alternate strategies
for diagnosing faults. If the troubleshooter is unaware of the alter-
native actions, she/he can zoom in on the strategic layer.

• Functional layer illustrates and describes the information, energy,
or product flows through the system and how the components affect
each other. Understanding system functions is more effective than
strategic advice (Patrick and Haines, 1988), however, the combina-
tion should be more effective. The learner can zoom from the func-
tional to the strategic layer to identify optional actions and tests.

• Strategic layer consists of rule-based representations of alternative
decisions regarding the states described on the state layer. This layer
consists of diagnostic heuristics that support fault finding (Patrick
and Haines, 1988). Research is needed to determine which method
would provide better strategic support during diagnosis. Finally,
zooming in from the strategic layer reveals the action layer.

• Action layer includes descriptions of procedures for conducting var-
ious tests or operations. The primary purpose of this layer of infor-
mation is to serve as a job aid or just-in-time instruction for students
performing various tests or other actions.

An important rationale for such multi-layered representations in the
conceptual model is that they decrease learners’ cognitive load, especially
while diagnosing problems. The multi-layered conceptual model may pro-
vide effective or germane cognitive load (Paas et al., 2003). However, pro-
viding an external representation of system components and states scaffolds
working memory by off-loading the need to model multiple problem com-
ponents simultaneously. Being able to move through different layers of a
complex conceptual model reduces working memory demands, which can
then be applied to diagnosis.
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Simulator

The heart of the TLE is the simulator (see Fig. 3). This is where the
learner gains experience troubleshooting. The simulator is based on the
PARI system of analysis (Hall et al., 1995). After processing a brief story
about the behavior and symptoms of the device being troubleshot just be-
fore it ceased to work properly, the learner (like an experienced trou-
bleshooter) first selects an action using the pull-down menu at the left of
the screen, such as ordering a test, checking a connection, or trying a repair
strategy. The novice may be coached about what action to take first based
on the symptoms or may select any action. The learner may access the sys-
tem model at any time in order to see the system and its components in their
normal states, how they function, strategic rules for when and how to ob-
serve or test the components, how to perform those actions, and the multi-
modal results from such actions. Jonassen and Henning (1999) showed that
refrigeration technicians often rely on different modalities when conversing
with machines and tools. Each action taken by the troubleshooter illumi-
nates the corresponding system component in the system model.

For each action the learner takes, the learner is required to select a
fault hypothesis that she/he is testing using the pull-down menu to the right
of the action menu in the simulator. This is an implicit form of argumen-
tation requiring the learner to justify the action taken. If the hypothesis is

Fig. 3 The simulator
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inconsistent with the action, then feedback is immediately provided ques-
tioning the rationale for taking such an action. The troubleshooter must
also predict the probability that the hypothesis she/he has chosen is actually
the fault.

Troubleshooters at all skill levels have difficulty using probabilistic in-
formation (Morris and Rouse, 1985). Providing practice in predicting prob-
abilities also acts as a metacognitive prompt depicting the troubleshooter’s
certainty in hypothesis selection. If the hypothesis or probability is incon-
sistent with normal states, feedback is provided in a pop-up window and
the troubleshooter is required to select another probability. If the hypoth-
esis and probability selected are within normal boundaries, then the trou-
bleshooter sees the results of that action in the results window. Those results
may be voltage values, pressure readings, temperature, color of an item, or
any other relevant description. The troubleshooter must observe the values
in the results window and then select an interpretation of those results us-
ing the pull-down menu. An interpretation that is inconsistent with results
will also prompt feedback that requires the troubleshooter to select another
interpretation.

The simulator is structured to be constructive and performance based.
Learners must construct a prediction (a kind of theory) about why the sys-
tem is not functioning properly) based on system characteristics and then
test that theory. Rather than learning about troubleshooting, the learner is
engaged in a cognitive apprenticeship (Brown et al., 1989) with a normal
troubleshooter. In most troubleshooting tutoring systems, providing feed-
back usually refers to giving an informative explanation about the correct-
ness of the learners’ actions or responses (Frederiksen and White, 1988).
In this troubleshooting architecture, the troubleshooter gains competence
in interpreting the feedback from the system itself. In real work settings,
troubleshooters cannot rely on the feedback from coaches or tutoring sys-
tems to see if they are pursuing an appropriate diagnosis. Rather, as Means
and Gott (1988) suggested, the troubleshooters need to make decisions for
how to proceed to the next step in the troubleshooting process based on the
behavioral reactions (feedback) that the system exhibits after the test pro-
cedures are completed. In order to troubleshoot independently and compe-
tently, troubleshooters must make such judgments on their own.

Second, the simulator enables dynamic assessment of learner perfor-
mance (Lajoie and Lesgold, 1992b). The actions that a learner takes and
the reasons for those actions, both in terms of the hypothesis and interpre-
tation selected, can provide a model of the learner’s understanding of the
system. The simulator provides clear measures for assessing and evaluating
a learner’s competence. The number of steps and accuracy of hypotheses
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and interpretations provides quantitative information about a learner’s per-
formance and understanding.

Third, the learner is gaining troubleshooting experience while learning.
The results of practice are added to the learner’s case library of fault situa-
tions, so that the learner can learn from personal experience. Case libraries
are described next.

Case library

If the diagnoser is the heart of the TLE, then the case library is the
head (memory) of the TLE. Expert’s knowledge is primarily derived from
cases and concrete episodes (Konradt, 1995), that is, experts use case-based
strategies where symptoms observed in previous situations are collected
and compared with those in similar and current situations.

The case library or fault database contains stories of as many trou-
bleshooting experiences as possible. Each case represents an indexed story
of a context-specific troubleshooting experience. Among technicians, the
primary medium of discourse is stories (Jonassen and Henning, 1999).
The case library consists of stories about how experienced troubleshoot-
ers have solved similar problems that are indexed and made available to
learners. Case libraries, based on principles of case-based reasoning, rep-
resent one of the most powerful forms of instructional support for ill-
structured problems such as troubleshooting (Jonassen and Hernandez-
Serrano, 2002). The case library represents the experiential knowledge of
potentially hundreds of experienced troubleshooters. In addition to pro-
viding potential case problems for solving, the case library can also yield
an abundance of conceptual and strategic knowledge that may be in-
cluded in instruction. When eliciting stories, practitioners naturally em-
bellish their stories with contextual information, heuristics, practical wis-
dom, and personal identities (Henning, 1996; Schön, 1993). Rather than
relying only on a conceptual or theoretical description of a system, when
a learner is uncertain about what action to take or what hypothesis to
make, the learner may access the case library to gain experience vicari-
ously. The TLE can also be programmed to automatically access a rele-
vant story when a learner commits an error, orders an inappropriate test, or
takes some other action that indicates a lack of understanding. Hernandez-
Serrano and Jonassen (2003) showed that access to a case library
when learning how to solve problems improved complex problem-solving
performance.

Building case libraries. In order to analyze stories using CBR, it is nec-
essary first to elicit and capture relevant stories about previously solved
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problems from practitioners. The goal of capturing stories is to collect a
set of stories that are relevant to domain problems and the kinds of infor-
mation that was relevant to their solution. Relevance to troubleshooting
means that the story can provide lessons to the troubleshooter in order to
help solve a current problem. In order to collect stories from practitioners,
we recommend the following activities.

1. Identify skilled practitioners in the domain. Skilled practitioners are
those who have some years of experience in solving problems simi-
lar to the ones that you are analyzing.

2. Show the practitioners the problem(s) for which you are seeking
support. That is, present one problem at a time. Present the prob-
lem to the practitioners. The problem representation should include
all of the important components of the problem situation, including
contextual information.

3. Ask the practitioners if they can recall any similar problems that
they have solved previously. They usually can, so allow them to tell a
story about the problem without interruption. Audiotape or (better
yet) videotape their recounting of the story. Following their telling
of the story, analyze their story with the practitioner.

An easier method to acquire stories is to have practitioners who
troubleshoot document each case they are currently solving. These
case descriptions can be dictated or described using a simple survey
form. Technicians and professionals alike are normally required to
complete paperwork. If you are using that documentation to collect
stories, then use a form that is based on index terms described be-
low. Within a matter of months, you should have a substantial case
library.

4. The final step in the analysis process is to index the stories. Indexing
stories is the primary analytic activity in the process of construct-
ing case libraries. Schank (1990) has argued that the “bulk of what
passes for intelligence is no more than a massive indexing and re-
trieval scheme that allows an intelligent entity to determine what
information it has in memory that is relevant to the situation at
hand, to search for and find that information” (pp. 84–85). We tell
stories with some point in mind, therefore the indexing process clar-
ifies what that point is for a given situation. Indexing is the pro-
cess of assigning labels to cases at the time that they are entered
into the case library (Kolodner, 1993). These indexes are used to re-
trieve stories when needed by comparing the problem being solved
to those stored in the case library.
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For each case, identify the relevant indexes that would allow cases to
be recalled in each situation. Probable indexes in a troubleshooting case
library include:

• Specific fault description
• Initial symptoms observed
• Frequency of occurrence
• Actions, procedures required to isolate faults
• Hypothesis tested
• Results of various tests
• Topographic component
• Functional purpose
• Solution strategies

The result of the elicitation and indexing process is a database of trou-
bleshooting stories. Most of the existing case-based reasoning systems re-
trieve cases based on a string-match, a full-text search, a rule-based, or a
nearest neighbor search algorithm. However, the case-based reasoning sys-
tem we developed at the University of Missouri has a more robust and ac-
curate retrieval engine using relevance feedback to fine-tune the retrieval
engine (see Fig. 4).

Each story (case) is indexed by a case vector that contains a set of
attributes. Each attribute has a set of members (values) that function as

Fig. 4 Case-based reasoning architecture
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options for case archival and retrieval. These members are listed in a pull-
down menu bar. For some attributes, multiple selections are allowed. The
system dynamically creates a query interface for the users by compiling the
information stored in an Oracle relational database. It converts the inputs
from the users into a query case vector (Q) that is then forwarded to the
case search engine. The engine retrieves cases using an advanced nearest-
neighbor algorithm. A meaningful distance measurement is the key to the
search engine. When two cases are close to each other, a small distance
is expected. Therefore, the search engine first computes the distances be-
tween a query case and all database cases. It then ranks the distances to
determine the order of retrieved cases so that users are prompted with the
best matched case first.

Instructional components of TLE

In order to help learners use the TLE, we recommend two essential
instructional supports: Worked examples and practice.

Worked examples

Worked examples illustrate how to use the TLE and also model differ-
ent troubleshooting strategies. If the TLE is entirely online, a pedagogical
agent reads the problem symptoms and models strategies for identifying the
fault state and symptoms, constructing a model of the problem space or ac-
cessing the system model, examining the faulty subsystem, recalling previ-
ous cases, ruling out least likely hypotheses, generating and testing hypothe-
ses, interpreting results, and so on. The agent also models how to relate the
problem symptoms to system components and relate system components in
the troubleshooter to system components in the system model.

Worked examples reduce the heavy cognitive load imposed by the
TLE. Integrating multiple representations in the systems model with the ex-
periences of others while also manipulating the simulator imposes heavy de-
mands on working memory (Paas et al., 2003). Worked examples are useful
for several reasons. First, splitting attention between multiple information
sources interferes with students’ acquisition of schemas representing do-
main concepts (Mwangi and Sweller, 1998; Tarmizi and Sweller, 1988; Ward
and Sweller, 1990). Integrating those representations in a multi-layered
model reduces that effect. Second, effective worked examples should high-
light the subgoals of the problem (Catrambone and Holyoak, 1990). In the
case of troubleshooting, those subgoals include identifying fault symptoms,
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constructing a system model, diagnosing the fault, generating and verify-
ing solutions, and adding experiences to the personal library. This latter
subgoal is a form of self-explanation that reduces the need to look back
at examples and improves performance (Chi et al., 1989; Chi and Van
Lehn, 1991). Worked examples should be used more heavily in the ini-
tial stages of skill development (Renkl and Atkinson, 2003). In the latter
stages, problem-solving practice is superior because intrinsic cognitive load
decreases. Cognitive load decreases as learners develop solution schemas or
scripts. As these schemas are constructed, learners better index knowledge
and reduce cognitive load even more.

Practice

Practice consists of using the simulator to troubleshoot new problems.
During practice, new problems are presented to the learner, who uses the
simulator to isolate the cause of the fault. The learner may access the sys-
tem model or case library in order to understand a system function, deter-
mine normal states, or get advice form an experienced troubleshooter. The
number of practice problems required to develop different levels of trou-
bleshooting skill is not known. That will depend on the complexity of the
system being troubleshot, the abilities and dispositions of the learners, and
a host of individual differences. It is worth noting that every action that
learners take during their practice can be captured and assessed. The pur-
pose of that assessment may be to track progress during learning or merely
to see if the learner is mindfully engaged in the learning process.

Normally, a simple-to-complex practice sequence is recommended.
When troubleshooting problems are practiced in a random order, caus-
ing high inter-task interference, far transfer improves but not near transfer
(De Croock et al., 1998). Learners constructed richer schemata for the sys-
tem they were troubleshooting, which provided faster, more accurate diag-
noses because the learners invested more mental effort during practice. Van
Merrienboer et al. (2003) recommend two kinds of whole task scaffolds,
simple-to-complex versions of the task in order to decrease intrinsic cogni-
tive load and starting with worked examples in order to decrease extraneous
cognitive load.

EVALUATING THE TROUBLESHOOTING LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT

Because the TLE represents a new approach to troubleshooting in-
struction, its efficacy can be evaluated only through implementation and
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research. Prior to that, we provide a rational analysis of system functional-
ity and discuss potential advantages and disadvantages of the architecture.

Table I summarizes a functional analysis of the architecture. Early in
the article, we described all of the research-based kinds of knowledge and
reasoning required to solve troubleshooting problems. Table I summarizes
how each of those knowledge types and capacities are addressed by the
TLE architecture. For each TLE component, we identify the nature of the
instructional support provided for each kind of knowledge. Architecture
components can provide information about a kind of knowledge or skill,
engage that knowledge type or skill, scaffold that knowledge type or skill,
or model the use of that knowledge type or skill. Note that different archi-
tecture components provide nearly every kind of instructional support to
every kind of knowledge or skill. That is, there are at least three kinds of
instructional support provided for each kind of knowledge or skill required
to learn how to troubleshoot problems. That indicates a high level of inte-
gration among the components of the environment.

The primary advantage of the TLE is the level of integration in the
design of the environment. That integration enables learners to construct
conceptual understanding and strategic knowledge through practice. Most
researchers have alluded to the necessity of integrating experience, concep-
tual understanding (system knowledge), and strategic activity. Poor trou-
bleshooters generate more incorrect hypotheses and pursue incorrect hy-
potheses longer than good troubleshooters; they are less likely to recognize
critical information, they make fewer useful tests and more useless tests;
they are ineffective in generating hypothesis; and they are poor in exe-
cuting and verifying the results of their work (Morris and Rouse, 1985).
These weaknesses result from poor conceptual understanding of the system
they are troubleshooting and from a lack of integration among hypothesis

Table I Functional Analysis of TLE Components

Theoretical
domain

System/
device Procedural Strategic Experiential

Working
mem-

ory

Causal
reason-

ing
Analytical
reasoning

System
model

I I I I I S I

Diagnoser E E I E S S E E
Case li-

brary
I I I S S

Worked
exam-
ples

D D D D D D D D

Coaching E S S S
Practice E E E E S S E E

Note. I: Informs, E: Engages, S: Supports, D: Demonstrates.
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generation, information gathering (testing), and thinking about the prob-
lem. The multi-layered conceptual model provides the conceptual frame-
work for the troubleshooter, in which learners must integrate information
with hypotheses and strategies in order to proceed.

The analysis required to construct the TLE is case-based or
experience-based. Troubleshooting knowledge is best acquired from expe-
rienced troubleshooters. As described before, their job is to recount stories
of troubleshooting experiences they have encountered and reflect on the
diagnosis and solution. That is a simpler and more reliable cognitive task
than trying to convert those experiences into production rules, neural nets,
or other formalisms for representing knowledge in intelligent tutoring sys-
tems. Often, advisors used to represent expert knowledge in ITSs have no
direct experience in troubleshooting the systems they are describing (John-
son, 1988a). Their lack of experience often inhibits their troubleshooting
skill (Flesher, 1993). Also, experts can often easily decide what to do, but
they are less able to provide explicit rules about similar situations (Means
and Gott, 1988).

A potential disadvantage of the TLE architecture is the responsibility
that it places on learners. We predict a fairly steep learning curve in the ini-
tial stages of learning. Learning to transfer troubleshooting skills really de-
pends on invested mental effort (De Croock et al., 1998). This is the transfer
paradox: Instructional strategies that lead to better transfer require learners
to work harder or longer before initial performance is acquired. How many
cases must be troubleshot before the learning curve begins to level out de-
pends on the complexity of the system and the causal, analytical capacities
of the learner.

SUMMARY

Troubleshooting is a cognitive process in which novices begin to
learn by constructing and applying conceptual knowledge about a sys-
tem. With experience troubleshooting real cases, competent practitioners
encapsulate relevant domain knowledge and contextual information into
high-level diagnostic scripts (Schmidt and Boshuizen, 1993). Diagnosis for
proficient performers and experts becomes a classification activity where
troubleshooters search their event schemas in order to recognize different
fault states. Learning to troubleshoot represents a shift from conceptual un-
derstanding of the system to an experiential understanding of the process.

In this article, we have described an architecture for developing en-
vironments to support learning how to transition from conceptual knowl-
edge of a system to experiential knowledge. This architecture formalizes
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the essential role of experience in learning to troubleshoot using a case li-
brary of troubleshooting stories and a case-based reasoning engine to ac-
cess descriptions of relevant troubleshooting experiences. The environment
also integrates a diagnostic simulator with a multi-layered conceptual rep-
resentation of the system being troubleshot. As we have shown, the knowl-
edge that is constructed by troubleshooters in training moves from domain
to device to experiential knowledge. This architecture is unique because
it integrates all of those knowledge representations and the activities that
help construct each kind of knowledge. Although this architecture has not
yet been empirically validated, it provides a unique blueprint for develop-
ing online troubleshooting learning environments and performance support
systems, and for researching the relative importance of those conceptual
components across different kinds of troubleshooting problems.
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